A Research Agenda for Terrorism Studies 2023-02-14

asking vital questions concerning the future directions of terrorism research this topical research agenda dives into the current state emerging methodologies and key trends of this emotive and controversial field

Critical Terrorism Studies 2009-02-05

in response to the growth of a critical perspective on contemporary issues of terrorism this edited volume brings together a number of leading scholars to debate the new subfield of critical terrorism studies in the years since the 9 11 attacks terrorism studies has undergone a major transformation from minor subfield of security studies into a large stand alone field and is probably one of the fastest expanding areas of research in the western academic world however much of the literature is beset by a number of problems limiting its potential for producing rigorous empirical findings and genuine theoretical advancement in response to these weaknesses in the broader field a small but increasing number of scholars have begun to articulate a critical perspective on contemporary issues of terrorism this volume brings together a number of leading scholars to debate the need for and the shape of this exciting new subfield the first part of the volume examines some of the main shortcomings and limitations of orthodox terrorism studies while the second examines exactly what a critical terrorism studies would look like contributors from a variety of methodological and disciplinary perspectives give this volume diversity and it will lay the foundations for and provoke debate about the future research agenda of this new field this book will be of much interest to students of critical security studies terrorism studies and ir theory in general richard jackson is reader in the department of international politics aberystwyth university where he is also senior researcher at the centre for the study of radicalisation and contemporary political violence cvr he is the founding editor of the journal critical studies on terrorism marie breen smyth is director of the centre for the study of radicalisation and contemporary political violence cvr at aberystwyth university she is a reader in international politics and co editor of the journal critical studies on terrorism jeroen gunning is lecturer in international politics at aberystwyth university deputy director of the centre for the study of radicalisation and contemporary political violence and co editor of the journal critical studies on terrorism

Constructions of Terrorism 2017-08

this publication is part of the constructions of terrorism research project being carried out through a partnership between trends research advisory abu dhabi uae and the orfalea center for global and international studies university of california santa barbara

The Routledge Handbook of Terrorism Research 2011

this volume is a monumental collection of definitions conceptual frameworks paradigmatic formulations and bibliographic sources which is now being revised and updated as a resource for the expanding community of researchers on the subject of terrorism

Research on Terrorism 2004

bidragy dere bruce hoffman andrew silke john horgan gavin leonard weinberg william eubank avishag gordon walter enders todd sandler louise richardson frederick schulze gaetano joe liardi

Contemporary Terror 2015-06-03

first published in 1981 this book contains papers on terrorism presented to the international school on disarmament and research on conflicts isodarco the subject is a complex one as one man s terrorist is another man s freedom fighter no simple solution exist to the threat to domestic and international stability posed by the increased use of violence employed by various politically motivated groups challenging the authority of sovereign states many of the world s leading authorities on terrorism and sub state violence are among the contributors here including j bowyer bell jillian becker and alessandro silj and participants come from a wide range of countries and professions this book will be of interest to students of conflict and international relations as well as policy makers at many levels and the general public in many countries

Critical Terrorism Studies at Ten 2020-04-28

critical terrorism studies emerged around 2007 in the context of the rapidly intensifying war on terror it was in this era that terrorism became a growth industry which generated a huge amount of academic research as well as social and political activity yet a yawning gap developed between the actual material threat posed by terrorists and the level of investment and activity devoted to responding to this threat similarly the quality of terrorism research was noticeably weak and lacking in methodological rigour critical terrorism studies set out to explore the exceptional treatment of political violence to challenge the political manipulation of terrorism fears and increase in draconian anti terrorism legislation and to address some of the conceptual and methodological failings of terrorism research in the 10 years since the journal critical studies on terrorism was launched that context and mission remains as important as ever this volume looks back on the achievements and failures of critical terrorism studies in this period as well as collecting state of the art research into terrorism discourse queerness and the war on terror the prevent strategy epistemology in terrorism studies state repression the ambiguous ends of militant campaigns the epistemology of preventative counterterrorism and the question of non violent responses to terror the chapters originally published in a special issue in critical studies on terrorism

Routledge Handbook of Critical Terrorism Studies 2016-04-14

this new handbook is a comprehensive collection of cutting edge essays that investigate the contribution of critical terrorism studies to our understanding of contemporary terrorism and counterterrorism terrorism remains one of the most important security and political issues of our time after 9 11 critical terrorism studies cts emerged as an alternative approach to the mainstream study of terrorism and counterterrorism one which combined innovative methods with a searching critique of the abuses of the war on terror this volume explores the unique contribution of cts to our understanding of contemporary non state violence and the state s response to it it draws together contributions from key thinkers in the field who explore critical
questions around the nature and study of terrorism the causes of terrorism state terrorism responses to terrorism the war on terror and emerging issues in terrorism research covering a wide range of topics including key debates in the field and emerging issues the routledge handbook of critical terrorism studies will set a benchmark for future research on terrorism and the response to it this handbook will be of great interest to students of terrorism studies political violence critical security studies and ir in general

Terrorism Research and Analysis Project 2011

this new textbook surveys new and emergent methods for doing research in critical security studies thereby filling a large gap in the literature of this emerging field new or critical security studies is growing as a field but still lacks a clear methodology the diverse range of the main foci of study culture practices language or bodies means that there is little coherence or conversation between these four schools or approaches in this ground breaking collection of fresh and emergent voices new methods in critical security studies are explored from multiple perspectives providing practical examples of successful research design and methodologies drawing upon their own experiences and projects thirty three authors address the following turns over the course of six comprehensive sections part i research design part ii the ethnographic turn part iii the practice turn part iv the discursive turn part v the corporeal turn part vi the material turn this book will be essential reading for upper level students and researchers in the field of critical security studies and of much interest to students of sociology ethnography and ir


the growth of the terrorism threat to the nation’s security has created significant strategic challenges for u s armed forces in fighting this global war on terrorism gwot for the navy the challenges have centered on developing maritime capabilities to prosecute the gwot as far forward as possible to assist the navy s planning in this area the former chief of naval operations requested the nrc to conduct an assessment of the adequacy of and prospects for improving the role of naval forces in the gwot the study developed a defense in depth framework as the organizing principle for the report the report contains information as described in s u s c 552 b and therefore could not be released to the public in its entirety the public version consists of an executive summary that presents an assessment of the transformation of naval forces for addressing the gwot a brief description of the defense in depth framework and a list of findings and major recommendations

The Role of Naval Forces in the Global War on Terror 2007-07-12

this book is an introduction to critical approaches to terrorism studies while there is a growing body of critical terrorism studies cts literature devoted to empirical examples and conceptual development very little has been written about how to systematically carry out this kind of research critical terrorism studies fills this gap by addressing three key themes the position of terrorism studies and critical terrorism studies in the discipline of international relations ir theoretical and methodological elaborations of critical approaches to the study of terrorism empirical illustrations of those approaches drawing upon a range of engaging material the volume reviews a series of non variable based methodological approaches it then goes on to provide empirical examples that illustrate how these approaches have been and can be utilized by students teachers and postgraduate researchers alike to critically and rigorously study terrorism this textbook will be of much interest to students of terrorism studies sociology critical security studies and ir in general

Critical Terrorism Studies 2013-05-02

first published in 1981 this book contains papers on terrorism presented to the international school on disarmament and research on conflicts isodarco the subject is a complex one as one man s terrorist is another man s freedom fighter no simple solution exist to the threat to domestic and international stability posed by the increased use of violence employed by various politically motivated groups challenging the authority of sovereign states many of the world s leading authorities on terrorism and sub state violence are among the contributors here including j bowyer bell jillian becker and alessandro silj and participants come from a wide range of countries and professions this book will be of interest to students of conflict and international relations as well as policy makers at many levels and the general public in many countries

Contemporary Terror 2016-12-21

countering the threat of improvised explosive devices ied s is a challenging multilayered problem the ied itself is just the most publicly visible part of an underlying campaign of violence the ied threat chain improving the technical ability to detect the device is a primary objective but understanding of the goals of the adversary its sources of material personnel and money the sociopolitical environment in which it operates and other factors such as the cultural mores that it must observe or override for support may also be critical for impeding or halting the effective use of ieds disrupting improvised explosive device terror campaigns focuses on the human dimension of terror campaigns and also on improving the ability to predict these activities using collected and interpreted data from a variety of sources a follow up to the 2007 book countering the threat of improvised explosive devices basic research opportunities this book summarizes two workshops held in 2008

Disrupting Improvised Explosive Device Terror Campaigns 2008-10-26

in terror management theory a practical review of research and application arrowood and cox outline the need for self esteem in combating humanity s ever present fear of death

Terror Management Theory 2020-03-09

this newly revised and updated second edition provides a comprehensive overview of international counter terrorism law and practice brand new and revised chapters provide critical commentary on the law from leading scholars and practitioners in the field including new topics for this edition such as foreign terrorist fighters the nexus between organized crime and terrorism and the prevention of violent extremism
Research Handbook on International Law and Terrorism 2020-04-24

this book shows how to use a range of critical approaches to conduct research on terrorism featuring the work of researchers who have already utilized these methods to study terrorism it includes a diverse range of critical methodological approaches including discourse analysis feminist postcolonial ethnographic critical theory and visual analysis of terrorism the main objectives of the book are to assist researchers in adopting and applying various critical approaches to the study of terrorism this goal is achieved by bringing together a number of different scholars working on the topic of terrorism from a range of non variables based approaches their individual chapters discuss explicitly the research methods used and methodological commitments made by the authors while also illustrating the application of their particular critical perspective to the topic of terrorism the authors of each chapter will discuss 1 why they chose their specific critical method 2 how they justified their methodological stance 3 how they conduct their research 4 and finally an example of the research this book will be essential reading for students of terrorism studies and critical terrorism studies and highly recommended for students of political violence security studies and ir

Critical Methods in Terrorism Studies 2015-06-26

terrorism kills far fewer americans annually than automobile accidents firearms or even lightning strikes given this minimal risk why does the u s continue expending lives and treasure to fight the global war on terror in monsters to destroy navin a bapat argues that the war on terror provides the u s a cover for its efforts to expand and preserve american control over global energy markets to gain dominance over these markets the u s offered protection to states critical in the extraction sale and transportation of energy from their terrorist internal and external enemies however since the u s was willing to protect these states in perpetuity the leaders of these regimes had no incentive to disarm their terrorists this inaction allowed terrorists to transition into more powerful and virulent insurgencies leading the protected states to chart their own courses and ultimately break with u s foreign policy objectives bapat provides a sweeping look at how the loss of influence over these states has accelerated the decline of u s economic and military power locking it into a permanent war for its own economic security

Monsters to Destroy 2019

terrorism and the measures needed to prevent terrorist attacks pose a central policy challenge for the u s to meet this unprecedented challenge the u s has great technological assets what is needed are mechanisms to help the government draw on these strengths in a timely and effective fashion to do so the government needs to reach out to university researchers national laboratories small high tech businesses and leading corporations one of the most effective ways to do this is through public private partnerships to link the lessons of the national academies study on government industry partnerships to this critical national interest the academy organized a conference to bring the lessons of its analysis to bear on the war on terror by encouraging policy attention to examples of effective public private partnerships in particular the need for clear goals and regular assessments this report contributes to a better understanding of the potential partnerships to bring new security enhancing technologies and equipment to the market in a cost effective and timely manner

Partnering Against Terrorism 2005-07-08

this book examines potential synergies between the fields of terrorism studies and peace and conflict studies the volume presents theoretically and empirically informed contributions which shed light on whether the two fields can inform each other on issues of mutual interest and importance the book examines key themes including the conceptualisation of peace and violence the exceptionalisation of terrorist violence the relationship between scholarship and political power the dysfunctionality of the liberal peace and the opportunities offered by post liberal peacebuilding frameworks and the implications and challenges of cyber terrorism and cyber conflict furthermore the book intends to be a launching pad for future debate on whether the recent critical turn in terrorism studies can offer a pathway for peace studies to engage with the so far largely ignored question of power consisting of not only key scholars but also practitioners and policy makers the contributors present a number of case studies including colombia northern ireland the basque country and iraq where they explore the relationships between terrorism and peace and conflict approaches they critically analyse the statist approach inherent in both terrorism approaches and liberal peacebuilding frameworks the role of the grassroots levels of society the inefficiency of simplistic frameworks of understanding and implementation and the chains of governance from international and transnational actors to national actors and finally from national to local actors this book will be of much interest to students of terrorism studies peace and conflict studies ir and security studies

Researching Terrorism, Peace and Conflict Studies 2015-02-11

roger examines how developments in new media technologies such as the internet blogs camera video phones have fundamentally altered the way in which governments militaries terrorists ngos and citizens engage with images he argues that there has been a paradigm shift from techno war to image warfare which emerged on 9 11

Image Warfare in the War on Terror 2013-01-11

a frequent assumption of the american led war on terror and its accompanying discourse originated largely with the george w bush administration and that there was a counterterrorism policy revolution in the u s political arena challenging these assumptions through a genealogical analysis of u s terrorism and counterterrorism discourses this book demonstrates a distinct continuity and lack of change of u s counterterrorism policy from ronald reagan to bill clinton and through to george w bush the book focuses on president clinton s discursive construction of new terrorism or catastrophic terrorism and the counterterrorism practices implemented by the clinton administration while simultaneously comparing it with president reagan s and president george w bush s approaches to counterterrorism it shows how the war on terror can be traced to earlier periods and that the so called bush revolution was largely built upon the existing framework established by president reagan and president clinton prior to the 2001 terrorist attacks clinton had expanded reagan s first war on terrorism discourse and constructed the new terrorism discourse characterised by the notions of borderless threats home grown terrorism wmd terrorism cyberterrorism and rogue states clinton s new terrorism discourse provided a useful framework for george w bush to discursively respond to the terrorist attacks on september 11th 2001 aiming to uncover the myth of president george w bush s foreign policy revolution and
Clinton, New Terrorism and the Origins of the War on Terror 2016-07-15

bringing together established and emerging voices in critical terrorism studies cts this book offers fresh and dynamic reflections on cts and envisages possible lines of future research and ways forward the volume is structured in three sections the first opens a space for intellectual engagement with other disciplines such as sociology peace studies critical pedagogy and indigenous studies the second looks at topics that have not received much attention within cts such as silences in discourses the politics of counting dead bodies temporality or anarchism the third presents ways of performing cts through research based artistic performances and productions overall the volume opens up a space for broadening and pushing cts forward in new and imaginative ways this book will be of interest to students of critical terrorism studies critical security studies sociology and international relations in general chapters 2 of this book are available for free in open access at taylorfrancis com it has been made available under a creative commons attribution 4 0 international 4 0 license

Contemporary Reflections on Critical Terrorism Studies 2023-05-16

this book brings together leading international experts in the world of terrorism research and counterterrorism policy making it has three clear areas of focus it looks at current issues and trends in terrorism research it explores how contemporary research on terrorism is focused and conducted it examines how this research impacts in terms of count

Research on Terrorism 2003-08-01

this monograph examines the emergence and progress of an islamist threat in saudi arabia and the simultaneous development of other forces for political change and assesses the strategic situation in the kingdom in light of the regional war on terrorism

Saudi Arabia 2005

this text explores the cases for war put forward by george w bush and osama bin laden it systematically lays out how violence has been justified on both sides and how these justifications have been criticized within the west and the muslim world

Jihad and Just War in the War on Terror 2010

the book provides a comprehensive assessment of the current state of research in the terrorism and counter terrorism studies field

Mapping Terrorism Research 2007

and prospects by miles wolpin

Government Violence and Repression 1986-09-17

the attacks of september 11 and the resulting war on terror have defined the first decade and a half of the 21st century this text closely examines and analyzes the primary documents that provide the historical background of today s worldwide war on terror this book provides introductory commentary as well as in depth analysis from an expert in the field includes a collection of thematically related primary source documents accompanied by adjoined introductions and analyses offers a synopsis of the arguments utilized by both the united states and al qaeda against each other during the war on terror and presents sidebars containing details facts and figures crucial to understanding the content in question as well as a bibliography that directs readers toward additional resources for further study on the september 11th attacks and the war on terror

9/11 and the War on Terror 2016-10-03

this book explores new developments in technological advancements and the progression of terror organizations while also examining non government activist organizations and their new role in protecting internet freedom and combating cyberterrorism

Utilization of New Technologies in Global Terror 2019

study of sociological aspects of arbitrary power with particular reference to political leadership of tribal peoples in africa covers cultural factors of social structures political systems in traditional societies psychological aspects of leadership etc and includes case studies bibliography pp 345 to 374 and references

Terror and Resistance 1969

scientific essay from the year 2013 in the subject politics international politics topic peace and conflict studies security grade 77 0 university of sheffield course theory and practice of international relations language english abstract in 2012 at least 67 journalists had been killed in action in different conflict areas across the globe making it one of the deadliest years for media persons in action cpj 2012 never before in the recorded history have so many journalists lost their lives in conflict zone there was a time when media in war was treated at par with red cross samaritans but now journalists are seen as polarised agents of either side aday et al 2005 6 cpj 2012 perhaps the notion has befallen as a result of increasingly state controlled and propagated media content several scholars have researched and argued that in contemporary era media objectivity is almost invisible and the tactics that make it biased are hidden from masses although there is no denialability in the argument that media has the power to filter certain content in specific style to get desirable response from the public but unfortunately it has lost majority control over making that decision now it is being used by the governments as a tool to generate consensus over its operations
however outrageous they might be researches indicate that in case of ongoing war on terror media has been effectively used to create mass support for war dehumanise enemies create a fake sense of victory and even as a strategic method to instil positive image in hostile countries this paper is classified as follows the first part deals with the concepts of framing elite and pluralist theories and propaganda model suggested by herman and chomsky second part attempts to elaborate on the various roles that media plays in the war on terror under with a brief discussion about the counter forces acting in the information technology that may revolutionise the war rep

Media and War on Terror 2015-01-07

the iraq war shows no sign of ending nato is progressively more mired in conflict in afghanistan and the al qaida movement has established safe havens in western pakistan while being seen once again as a major threat in light of this the new oxford research group international security report questions current policies and argues for the adoption of sustainable security as the underlying approach tackling events in chronological order over the key 2006 07 period the report offers a clear and compelling account of a war on terror that has gone wrong in every major respect and is in urgent need of a comprehensive re thinking of the entire outlook comments on earlier editions of the oxford research group international security report incisive elegant profound if you want to understand what happened and why you should start here george monbiot paul rogers is a secular prophet for our trouble age this analysis should be required reading in the pentagon david lloyn bbc paul rogers has proved himself time and again to be a dispassionate analyst of events in iraq this is a must read tom walker sunday times

Towards Sustainable Security 2007-11-20

the handbook of international crisis communication research articulates a broader understanding of crisis communication discussing the theoretical methodological and practical implications of domestic and transnational crises featuring the work of global scholars from a range of sub disciplines and related fields provides the first integrative international perspective on crisis communication articulates a broader understanding of crisis communication which includes work from scholars in journalism public relations audience research psychology political science sociology economics anthropology and international communication explores the topic from cross national and cross cultural crisis communication approaches includes research and scholars from countries around the world and representing all regions discusses a broad range of crisis types such as war terrorism natural disasters pandemia and organizational crises

The Handbook of International Crisis Communication Research 2016-04-18

thirteen years after the united states initiated a military response to the terrorist attacks of september 11 2001 the nation continues to prosecute what it considers an armed conflict against transnational terrorist groups how the core purpose of the law of armed conflict has influenced operational decisions related to all aspects of the military response to al qaeda and associated forces is the focus of this book

The War on Terror and the Laws of War 2014

about 92 of the funds are for department of defense dod 6 for state department foreign aid programs and diplomatic operations 1 for department of veterans administration s medical care for veterans in addition 5 of the funds across agencies are for programs and activities tangentially related to war operations the fy2015 war request for dod state usaid and veterans administration medical totals 73 5 billion including 58 1 billion for afghanistan 5 0 billion for iraq 100 million for enhanced security and 10 4 billion for other war designated funding these totals do not reflect the new fy2015 request submitted in november 2014 to cover expenses for operations inherent resolve or that began with airstrikes launched in late august 2014 to aid syrian insurgents and the iraq government to counter the takeover of territory by the islamic state the administration submitted a 5 5 billion fy2015 budget amendment for this operation that congress is considering including the new request the fy2015 war funding now totals 79 0 billion in late may 2014 the president announced that troop levels in afghanistan would fall from 33 000 to 9 800 by january 1 2015 with the u s role focusing on advising afghan security forces and conducting counter terrorist operations a year later by january 1 2016 the president stated that the number of troops in afghanistan would halve to about 4 900 and then by the beginning of 2017 settle at an embassy presence of about 1 000 overall u s troop levels in afghanistan and iraq began to decline with the withdrawal of all u s troops from iraq by december 2011 the troop decline continued with president obama s announcement in february 2013 that the number of u s troops in afghanistan would halve from 67 000 to 34 000 by february 2014 annual war costs also decreased from a peak of 195 billion in fy2008 to 95 billion enacted in fy2014 after the reversal of the 2009 afghanistan surge the president promised in the 2013 state of the union address that our troops will continue coming home at a steady pace as afghan security forces move into the lead and our mission will change from combat to support he also stated that by 2014 this process of transition will be complete and the afghan people will be responsible for their own security the fy2015 continuing resolution h j res 124 p 113 164 sets war funding at the fy2014 enacted level of 95 5 billion which exceeds the fy2015 amended request with or by about 16 5 billion the cr expires on december 11 2014 and congress is expected to enact another cr or an omnibus appropriations act for the rest of the fiscal year

The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since 9/11 2014-12-08

the russo chechen conflict has been the bloodiest war in europe since the second world war it continues to drag on despite the fact that it hits the headlines only when there is some terrorist spectacular providing a comprehensive overview of the war and the issues connected with it the author examines the origins of the conflict historically and traces how both sides were dragged inexorably into war in the early 1990s the book discusses the two wars 1994 96 and 1999 to date the intervening truce and shows how a downward spiral of violence has led to a mutually damaging impasse from which neither side has been able to remove itself it applies theories of conflict especially theories of terrorism and counter terrorism and concludes by proposing some alternative resolutions that might lead to a just and lasting peace in the region
Beyond the "war on Terror' 2009

this book offers a transnational feminist response to the gender politics of torture and terror from the viewpoint of populations of color who have come to be associated with acts of terror using the war on terror in Afghanistan and Iraq this book revisits other such racialized wars in Palestine and Guatemala India Algeria and South Africa it draws widely on postcolonial literature photography and music interdisciplinary arts media new media and activism joining the larger conversation about human rights by addressing the problem of a pervasive public misunderstanding of terrorism conditioned by a foreign and domestic policy perspective that provides an alternative understanding of terrorism as revolutionary dissent against injustice through a postcolonial transnational lens the volume brings counter terror narratives into dialogue with ideologies of gender race ethnicity nationality and religion addressing the situation of women as both perpetrators and targets of torture and the possibilities of a dialogue between feminist and queer politics to confront securitized regimes of torture this book explores the relationship in which social and cultural texts stand with respect to legacies of colonialism and neo imperialism in a world of transnational feminist solidarities against postcolonial wars on terror

Chechnya - Russia's 'War on Terror' 2007-08-07

the kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the United States have been allies for more than half a century in the wake of the terrible events of September 11, 2001 and in the midst of a Saudi battle against a wave of Islamist terrorism on their own soil the two nations are drawing apart this monograph questions this unfortunate advent in the context of Islamist challenges and the growth of forces for reform in the kingdom the Saudi government has been strongly criticized for setting too narrow an agenda and too slow a pace for change external sources also debate the efficacy of measures taken to control Islamic terrorist cells in particular those associated with al Qaeda on the Arabian Peninsula gap and to rein in those who provide ideological support to extremism these issues have been fueled by the growth of transnational networks the fundamentalist opposition to the Saudi government is associated with a radical reinterpretation of Islamic principles and a call for a return to the medieval Arabian political and legal system the kingdom has been accused of being culturally and politically closed off from the outside world and of being a pariah nation in the international community in this context the Saudi government has been under great pressure to change its policies and to meet the demands of the people the book argues that the Saudi government is not capable of reform and continues to rely on its traditional methods of repression and control

Transnational Feminist Perspectives on Terror in Literature and Culture 2014-11-13

Saudi Arabia 2005-03-31
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